OCTOBER 19, 2021
ATLAS ASHORE – LAND EXCURSIONS

13-NIGHT INTENSE BRAZIL - SAMBA AND SUN
TO BOOK YOUR ATLAS ASHORE LAND EXCURSIONS, CALL OUR VOYAGE SPECIALISTS AT 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527)

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO ENSURE YOU HAVE THE LATEST VERSION BEFORE MAKING YOUR SELECTIONS.
ACTIVITY LEVEL: MILD

ACTIVITY LEVEL: MODERATE

ACTIVITY LEVEL: VIGOROUS

04.13.21

DIVING INTO THE LUXE-ADVENTURE EXPERIENCE
From nature hikes to high-flying adrenaline rushes, Atlas Ashore land excursions ensure adventures
for every type of traveler. Make your 2021 luxe-adventure journey the ultimate vacation and start planning your trip.

RECIFE, BRAZIL
REC050PRE: JOURNEY TO MANAUS AND AMAZON ADVENTURE OCTOBER 25, 2021 | $1,995PP
5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS | MEALS: YES
Start your holiday early with a trip to Manaus to explore and immerse yourself in the natural wonders
of this region. The capital of the Amazon region, Manaus, is located in the middle of the jungle
alongside the Negro River which is a tributary of the Amazon River. There is a wealth of things to see,
experience and learn about while here and you will no doubt come away with memories that will last
a lifetime.
Day 1 – Monday, October 25, 2021: On arrival in Manaus, a captivating city that is surrounded by lush
jungle and pristine rivers, you will be taken to your accommodation, Hotel Villa Amazonia (or similar).
Have dinner here and then the balance of the evening is at your leisure.
Day 2 – Tuesday, October 26, 2021: Following breakfast at the hotel, set-off for the drive to the
bungalow-style Eco Park lodge in the heart of the Amazon. After check-in, take part in an afternoon
tour that visits a “caboclo” home and then enjoy a motorized canoe ride during which you can learn
about the local indigenous communities’ traditions, customs, the rubber boom, and how to prepare a typical cassava meal.
Returning to the lodge, have dinner and then get ready for an evening canoe ride. From the canoe, you can appreciate the vast variety of jungle sounds and try
to spot alligators and other nocturnal animals. Your guide will even try to catch a small alligator so you can see it up close and learn about the reptile’s habitat,
hunting methods and biology. After releasing it back into the water, return to the lodge for the balance of the evening at your leisure.
Day 3 – Wednesday, October 27, 2021: Start your day with breakfast at the lodge and then set off for a full day of touring, starting with a cruise aboard a
double-decker boat down the Rio Negro. As you navigate down the river, you’ll pass by the shores of Manaus and be able to view some of the city’s landmarks,
such as the Amazonas Theater, the port of Manaus and some typical stilt houses. Late morning, you will arrive at the “Meeting of the Waters”, a natural
phenomenon whereby the two different colored waters flow together for approximately seven miles without ever mixing together. This occurrence is due to the
differences in temperature, density, and speed of the rivers. This spectacular merge of the Negro and Solimões Rivers form the Amazon River that flows all the
way to the Atlantic Ocean.
Following your day of river touring, return to the lodge and have the remainder of the day at your leisure where there are plenty of activities to engage in and
then enjoy dinner.
Day 4 – Thursday, October 28, 2021: After breakfast, spend the morning at the Monkey Forest project. Created in 1991, it provides a home for wild animals.
The team of veterinarians and biologists rescue animals from illegal commerce, give them shelter and help with their rehabilitation and re-introduction to their
natural environment. Twice a day, they receive supplements to ensure they are receiving the proper nutrients and the best time to see them is during these
times. Feel free to take photos and video here in this natural and safe setting.
Following lunch at the lodge, climb aboard a canoe and head out for a fishing tour. Along with your guide, learn how to catch fish that make the river their home,
including piranhas. Just make sure to keep your hands in the canoe! When your fishing expedition ends, return to the lodge for dinner and your final night here.
Day 5 – Friday, October 29, 2021: Your day starts with breakfast at the lodge and then check-out by 10:30 a.m. and head to the airport in Manaus for your flight
to Recife where you will embark the ship.
Special Note: This tour includes a mixture of moderate to vigorous physical activity over several days that can include steep inclines, natural and uneven surfaces.
The tour is not recommended for wheelchair guests as several of the activities are not wheelchair friendly. Those with other physical limitations should carefully
evaluate their personal level of ability. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat, sturdy walking shoes with a closed toe; a sun cap;
sunglasses, sunscreen, and insect repellant.
*** Please book your International flight from home (or elsewhere) to Manaus – MAO.
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SALVADOR, BRAZIL
SSA501OVD: JOURNEY TO MARVELOUS IGUAZU FALLS OCTOBER 31, 2021 | $1,995PP
4 DAYS/ 3 NIGHTS | MEALS: YES
Brazil is the fifth-largest country in the world and covers half of the South American continent. It is
renowned for its natural wonders and the most amazing of them all is Iguazu Falls. Come with us and
explore both the Brazilian and Argentinean sides of the Falls on this four-day adventure.
Day 1 - Begin with the ship’s arrival in Salvador. After disembarking, transfer to the airport for your
flight to Foz do Iguazu, a small, lively city situated where the Iguazu and Paraná Rivers meet. Near the
borders of Brazil and Argentina, it is the gateway to Iguazu Falls and also the location of the Itaipu
Hydroelectric Dam.
On arrival, you will be greeted by your guide and then transferred to your hotel where you will have the
rest of the day at leisure and enjoy dinner on your own.
Day 2 - Start with a Brazilian breakfast at the hotel and then you will set-off with your guide for a fullday of exploring Iguazu National Park. Arriving at the park, start by walking the one-mile path that leads to a look-out point that offers up an amazing panoramic
view of the Devil’s Throat. The largest cascade of the Falls, it drops 262 feet to a pool below and is also one of the widest cascades.
Continue on and view other iconic sites such as the Two Sisters and Bozzeti Falls, the Superior Circuit and San Martin Island where the movie The Mission was
filmed. Next, drive to the Argentine side of the falls where at the visitors’ center a small open-air train awaits to transport you to the Upper Circuit, affording you
more incredible views. Arrive at the Devil’s Throat where you will have a more close-up look at this stunning horseshoe-shaped waterfall that will no doubt leave
you with an indelible memory. From here, walk along the Iguazú River canyon for approximately two miles to the Lower Circuit, admiring the local flora and
fauna all the while feeling the constant presence of the Falls.
At the end of the day, return to your hotel for the evening and following dinner, have the remainder of the evening at your leisure.
Day 3 - After breakfast in the hotel, it’s time to check-out and head to the airport for your flight to Rio de Janeiro. On arrival in Rio, transfer to your hotel where
you will check-in and have some time to relax before dinner. Following dinner, the remainder of the evening is at your leisure to explore this vibrant and
charismatic city by night.
Day 4 - Your final day starts with a buffet breakfast in the hotel and then it’s time to check-out and transfer to the pier where you will re-board the ship.
Special Note: This tour has a significant amount of mild to moderate walking/standing that includes natural and uneven surfaces and some steps to negotiate.
The tour is not available to wheelchair guests or those with other mobility issues. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat walking
shoes with a closed toe and non-slip sole; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen. The standard option accommodations are at the Recanto Park Hotel in Iguazu
and the Hotel Arena Copacabana in Rio.
For the premium option, the hotels are the Hotel Wish in Iquazu and the Rio Hilton.

SSA301: BEACH BREAK AT BEAUTIFUL FLAMENGO BEACH OCTOBER 31, 2021 | $109PP
6 HOURS | MEALS: SNACK
Brazil is known for its magnificent beaches and this tour affords you the opportunity to spend the day
relaxing and basking in the sun at what is considered one of its best in this area of the country.
A 40-minute drive from the pier brings you to Flamengo Beach, a delightful beach that charms
everyone with its warm, sea-green waters and pristine soft sands. On arrival, a local beach bar will be
set-up for you to enjoy and you’ll have approximately four hours to do as you please.
Palm trees dot the shoreline and at low tide, there are several natural tide pools to explore. Along with
stunning views of the coastline, you can enjoy a wide variety of optional water activities, or simply
grab a spot under a palm tree and relax while you bask in the sun and people watch. A snack is
provided, and additional food is available for purchase at local venues.
When your time at the beach draws to a close, you will board your coach for the drive back to the pier.
Special Note: Walking on this tour is primarily at the guest’s discretion during free time at the beach. The surfaces there are natural and uneven. The tour is not
available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with other mobility issues. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing
over a bathing suit; flat walking or sport shoes with a closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses, sunscreen and bring a towel. Those who take part in any water activities
do so at their own risk and responsibility.
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SSA302: PRAIA DO FORTE AND THE TAMAR SEA TURTLE
PRESERVATION PROJECT - OCTOBER 31, 2021 | $139PP
8 HOURS | MEAL: LUNCH
Spend the day learning about Brazil’s efforts to reverse the extinction of 5 species of turtles at the
amazing and successful Tamar Project.
Leave the port and make the 50-mile drive to the fishing village of Praia do Forte, home to the
Tamar Project. On arrival, take a short walk through town to the Tamar site. Tamar is actually the
abbreviation of Tartarugas Marinhas, which translates to the Sea Turtles. Founded in 1980 by the
Brazilian Environment Agency, it was established to reverse the extinction of Loggerhead, Hawksbill,
Olive Ridley, Green and Leatherback turtles in Brazil. During your visit, you will observe several small
pools with various species of turtles and visit the museum where videos show the life of these
turtles, their characteristics, and the preservation process. Estimates are that they have protected
nearly 40 million sea turtles to date. Before leaving, there will be an opportunity to purchase
souvenirs related to the project in their small gift shop.
Following your time at Tamar, walk to a local restaurant in the village and enjoy a traditional Brazilian lunch. Afterwards, you will have some free time to shop in
the quaint stores that line the town’s streets. Time permitting, there will be a beach stop before returning to the pier in Salvador.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately two hours of mild to moderate walking/standing plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion during free
time. There will be some steps and some natural and uneven surfaces. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with other
mobility issues or walking difficulties. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing over a bathing suit; flat walking or sport shoes with a
closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses, sunscreen and bring a towel. Those who take part in any water activities do so at their own risk and responsibility.

SSA304: EXPLORE PELOURINHO SALVADOR’S HISTORIC OLD TOWN AND UNESCO
WORLD HERITAGE SITE - OCTOBER 31, 2021 | $69PP
4 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Travel into Salvador’s Old Town where a walking tour introduces you to its many historic sites,
including one of the oldest palaces in Brazil.
Meet your guide at the port and drive to the modern suburb of Barra where you will stop for an
exterior visit at its famous lighthouse that is located within the grounds of an ancient Portuguese
fort. It’s a great location for capturing photos of where the Bay of All Saints joins the Atlantic Ocean.
Next, pass by the Dique do Tororó where you can see the Orixás sculptures of the Afro-Brazilian
Goddess and then through the neighborhoods of Vitória and Campo Grande in the upper city.
Reaching Pelourinho, you will leave your coach behind and start your guided walking tour in Tome de
Souza Square at the Rio Branco Palace. Built in the 16th century, this French Neoclassical palace is
one of the oldest palaces in Brazil. Restored in 1984, today it serves as the location for two important
foundations and the Memorial of Governors. Past use includes being the site of the Bahia government, a barracks, a prison, and a residence for Dom Pedro II.
As you continue down the cobblestone streets of this preserved colonial old town, you will also visit the Sao Francisco church with its gold-leaf interior and
jacaranda wood furniture and the City Cathedral. At this point your tour pauses for some free time to explore on your own before resuming with a final stop
at Largo do Pelourinho, a square in the heart of the historic district that has the regrettable history of being the place where slaves were punished with public
whippings. From here, you will rejoin your coach and travel back to the pier.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately 2.5 hours of moderate walking/standing that includes numerous steps and uneven surfaces, plus any additional
walking at the guest’s discretion during free time. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and is not considered suitable for those with walking difficulties.
We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat walking shoes; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen. Shoulders, legs, and midriffs must
be covered when entering religious sites.
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SSA305: A PANORAMIC LOOK AT SALVADOR’S
DEFINING LANDMARKS - OCTOBER 31, 2021 | $69PP
4 HOURS | MEALS: SNACK
A great way to familiarize yourself with historic, colonial Salvador, with stops at some of its most
notable landmarks and shopping at the Modelo Market.
Meet your guide at the port and then board your coach for the drive to the Barra Lighthouse where
you will have a photo stop before heading into the lower city. Pass by Dique do Tororó where you will
see the Orixás sculptures, the Fonte Nova football stadium, and the quiet waters of the Itapagipe
peninsula where Salvador’s first holiday homes were built. Today, it’s a peaceful family neighborhood
where life moves at a slower pace than the upper city. Reaching the Bonfim Church, stop for a visit of
this iconic church that is the site of intense religious devotion and a Brazilian pilgrimage location.
Continuing on, your next stop is at the Fort of Mont Serrat, which is one of the best examples
of primitive military architecture in Brazil. An added bonus is that the fort’s location offers up
outstanding panoramic views over the city. Leave the fort and make your way to the Ribeira
neighborhood where you will stop for a snack of traditional ice cream.
Your tour draws to a close with a final stop at the Modelo Market where you will find a wide variety of crafts displayed. There will time here to explore on your
own and do some shopping before re-boarding your coach for the drive back to the port.
Special Note: This tour includes just over one hour of mild walking/standing that includes some steps, plus any additional walking at the guest’s discretion
during free time. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the coach and have a
companion to assist them. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat walking shoes; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen.
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BUZIOS, BRAZIL
BUZ301 DISCOVER BUZIOS BY
OPEN-AIR TROLLEY - NOVEMBER 2, 2021 | $109PP
2 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
When in Buzios, it’s all about the beaches and this delightful tour showcases them in a manner that’s
both informative and easy.
Meet your guide at the port and then head to the trolley station where your special trolley will take you
on an adventure around the peninsula. This safe, open-air vehicle allows you to have a full view of the
passing scenery while also enjoying the refreshing sea breezes.
Your first two stops are at viewpoints located in the highest points of the city which allow for
panoramic vistas and great photo opportunities. Then it’s on to the beaches! You will pass several
and make a stop at Forno Beach, known for its crystal-clear water. There will be time here for a quick
dip in the waters or a stroll on the beach before heading back down the road. Your last stop will be at
Ponta da Lagoinha which has some amazing rock formations and an interesting history.
As you head back to downtown, the last beach you will pass is Ferradura Beach, a serene crescent-shaped stretch of sand on the quieter side of Buzios.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately one hour of mild walking/standing that includes some steps. The trolley is not wheelchair accessible and therefore,
the tour is not available to wheelchair guests. Those with mobility concerns are cautioned that they must be able to step on and off the trolley without assistance.
We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat walking shoes; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen.

BUZ302: TRADITIONAL SCHOONER SAIL
AROUND BUZIOS - NOVEMBER 2, 2021 | $115PP
2 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Feel the sun on your face and the breeze in your hair as you sail around the islands and past the
beaches of stunningly beautiful Buzios.
Meet your guide on the pier and then walk to your nearby schooner. After boarding this traditional
sailing vessel, you will cast-off and set sail through some of the most picturesque waters found
anywhere in the world. Some would argue this is the best way to see Buzios as you sail past the
incredibly scenic islands of Armacão, Ossos, Azeda, Azedinha and Branca. Stops are planned at João
Fernandes Beach, Feia Island and Tartaruga Beach. For your added enjoyment, there is a bar onboard
that sells water, soda, and beer.
After your sail, return to the pier.
Special Note: This tour is primarily seated; however, guests must be able to enter and exit the vessel
with limited assistance. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and not recommended for those with physical limitations or other mobility issues. Those
who may suffer from motion sickness are cautioned to take the appropriate precautions prior to the start of the tour. We recommend wearing weather appropriate
comfortable beach-type clothing; flat walking shoes with a non-slip sole; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen.
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RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL
RIO501 EXPERIENCE SOARING OVER RIO ON A HANG GLIDER NOVEMBER 3, 2021 | $339PP
5.5 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to experience hang-gliding over the extraordinary landscape
of Rio de Janeiro and see it from an angle that few are able to.
Your adventure begins with a transfer from the pier to Pedra Bonita – located in the Tijuca National
Forest. Upon arrival, be introduced to your instructor, your equipment, and receive a safety briefing.
Then it’s time for you and your instructor to take off and begin your 5-to-10-minute tandem flight over
the unforgettable city of Rio de Janeiro that has you soaring over São Conrado, the Pedra da Gávea
Stone, and the city’s glorious beaches.
This unforgettable and breathtaking adventure is not for the faint-hearted as you ride the prevailing
air currents, suspended high above the ground below. If you like, feel free to take photos or record
video of the experience. Of course, if you don’t wish to risk dropping your camera, you can pay to have
pictures and a video made for you.
Touching down at an area beach location, you have the option of driving back to Pedra Bonita and experiencing a second flight. If you prefer, you can remain
here at the beach and get an early start to your free time during which you can relax, have lunch on your own at one of the beachside kiosks, and bask in the
sun or take a dip in the ocean. When your free time concludes, rejoin your guide and transportation at the designated time and place and transfer back to the
pier.
Special Note: This tour includes a limited amount of walking over uneven, natural surfaces. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests, those with physical
limitations or other medical limitations such as heart, respiratory, back or neck problems or pregnant women. It is not recommended for those who suffer from a
fear of heights. We recommend wearing long pants; flat walking or sport shoes with a closed toe and non-slip sole; sunglasses and sunscreen. Flights are subject
to prevailing weather conditions and ramp take-off order. Guests will be required to sign a waiver before being allowed to participate in the tour.

RIO301: REMARKABLE RIO’S FAVORITE LANDMARKS NOVEMBER 3, 2021 | $259PP
8 HOURS | MEAL: LUNCH
Rio is a dazzling city that boasts numerous attractions that will capture the heart and imagination
of all who visit. This tour will give you a taste of several of its most well-known sites, from the top of
Sugar Loaf, to the beaches, to Corcovado and the Christ the Redeemer statue. Truly an unforgettable
day.
Your guide will greet you in the port and walk you to your nearby coach where once aboard, your
experience begins with a drive to the Corcovado Train Station. If the wait time is not too long, you
will ascend to the top of the mountain via the cogwheel railway, otherwise you will travel by van.
Without a doubt, Rio’s most recognizable landmark is the 125-foot-high Christ the Redeemer statue
that is perched atop Corcovado and rises with outstretched arms high above the city. At 2,400
feet, the 360-degree views of the city and harbor are nothing less than extraordinary. You will have
approximately one hour at the top to relish those views and take photos before traveling back down
and re-boarding your coach.
From here, take a panoramic drive along the coast where you will see the beaches of Leblon, Ipanema and of course, world-famous Copacabana Beach en
route to a local Churrascaria (barbeque) restaurant. Relax and indulge yourself here with a sumptuous all-you-can-eat lunch before heading out for an afternoon
of further exploring.
A scenic drive brings you to your last stop, Sugar Loaf Mountain. Situated on a peninsula at the mouth of Guanabara Bay, the location is ideal for views of the
city and surrounding areas which you will experience by riding the cable car up 1,200 feet to the top. Some consider this one of the most spectacular views in
the world, and surely one you will never forget.
Afterwards, return to the pier, filled with wonderful memories of your day in Rio.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately two hours of moderate walking/standing that includes some steps and uneven surfaces. The tour is available to
wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the transportation and have a companion to assist them. Those
with walking difficulties should evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; sturdy, flat
walking shoes with a closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses; sunscreen and insect repellant.
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RIO304: RIO’S ICONIC CHRIST THE REDEEMER STATUE
AND WORLD-FAMOUS BEACHES - NOVEMBER 3, 2021 | $99PP
4 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Take a trip to the top of Corcovado Mountain to see the iconic Christ the Redeemer statue and then
have a panoramic drive along Rio’s famous beaches.
Meet your guide at the pier and walk to your coach which will transport you to the Corcovado Train
Station. If the wait time is not too long, you will ascend to the top of the mountain via the cogwheel
railway, otherwise you will travel by van. Without a doubt, Rio’s most recognizable landmark is the
125-foot-high Christ the Redeemer statue that is perched atop Corcovado and rises with outstretched
arms high above the city. At 2,400 feet, the 360-degree views of the city and harbor are nothing less
than extraordinary. You will have approximately one hour at the top to relish those views and take
photos before traveling back down and re-boarding your coach.
Back on the coach, a panoramic drive along the coast highlights the beaches of Leblon, Ipanema and
of course, world-famous Copacabana Beach before returning to the pier.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately 90 minutes of moderate walking/standing that includes a few steps. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who
have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the transportation and have a companion to assist them. Those with walking difficulties
should evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; sturdy, flat walking shoes with a
closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen.

RIO307 AN EVENING OF SAMBA AT
GINGA TROPICAL - NOVEMBER 3, 2021 | $129PP
3.5 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Be swept up in the passionate rhythms of Rio’s Samba at its most iconic Samba venue.
Samba is recognized as Brazil’s most famous dance and its roots go back to Africa. It was brought to
Brazil in the early 1600s and has evolved and grown in popularity ever since. Its vibrant steps are fun
to watch and even more fun to try!
Drive from the pier to the Leblon area of Rio where you will find Ginga Tropical, an establishment
renowned for its superior dance show. Your ninety-minute show takes you on a tour of not only
Samba dance, but several other popular South American classics such as Bossa Nova, Lambada,
Forró and Capoeira.
When your night of thoroughly enjoyable Brazilian entertainment concludes, transfer directly back to
the pier.
Special Note: This tour is primarily seated but does include a few steps. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to
make their own way on and off the transportation and have a companion to assist them. We recommend wearing casual evening clothes (no shorts please) and
comfortable shoes suitable for a nightclub.
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RIO502: ADVENTURE TREK UP THE “CARIOCA POSTCARD” TWO BROTHERS HILL - NOVEMBER 4, 2021 | $329PP
6.5 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Come stretch your legs and hike to the top of an iconic hill that offers such stunning 360-degree
views, it has gained the nickname “Carioca Postcard.”
Your hiking adventure begins with a drive of approximately one-hour to Vidigal Square, located in
one of Rio’s most well-known favelas. Setting off, the trail includes some steep inclines and forested
areas with tree roots and other surface irregularities, so guests are cautioned to be aware of these
uneven surfaces and take special care if there has been recent rainfall.

rainforest and the diverse neighborhoods of Rio.

As you make your way to the summit of the “irmãomajor” or “higher brother” you may encounter
several varieties of butterflies, birds, lizards and maybe even a monkey or two. The higher you climb;
it becomes more apparent why this is such a popular hike. The views are indescribable. With the hill
rising behind Copacabana Beach, you are treated to expansive views of Gávea, Christ the Redeemer,
the south beaches of Ipanema and Leblon, Lagoa, Corcovado, Sugarloaf Mountain, the Tijuca

Your total time up and back on the hill will take approximately three to four hours and includes rest breaks as needed. Food is not included on this tour, so you
are encouraged to bring a small backpack with water and snacks such as a sandwich, fruit, and protein bar.
When your climb concludes, re-board your transportation and drive back to the pier.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately four hours of moderate to vigorous physical hiking activity that includes steep inclines, natural and uneven
surfaces. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests, those with physical limitations or other medical limitations such as heart, respiratory, back or neck
problems or pregnant women. It is not recommended for those who suffer from a fear of heights. Participants should be in good physical condition. We
recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; sturdy, flat sport, or hiking shoes with a closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses, sunscreen, and insect
repellant. Guests will need to sign a waiver before being allowed to take part in the tour.

RIO302: JOURNEY TO IMPERIAL PETROPOLIS - RESORT TOWN AND
SUMMER RESIDENCE OF BRAZIL’S LAST EMPEROR NOVEMBER 4, 2021 | $129PP
7 HOURS | MEAL: LUNCH
Travel into the mountains outside of Rio for a visit to charming Petropolis, a summer resort town
where you can find the Imperial Palace that served as the summer residence of Dom Pedro II, Brazil’s
last emperor.
Your day begins with a picturesque 90-minute drive through the forested hills of the Fluminense
Mountain region. Nestled in a river valley, you will find the European-like town of Petropolis with its
sub-tropical highland climate that makes it a perfect place to escape from Brazil’s summer heat. On
arrival, stop first for a visit at the Cathedral, the final resting place of Dom Pedro II and his family.
Construction on this Roman Catholic, Gothic Revival-style church began in 1884 and was completed
in 1925. However, the church tower wasn’t built until 1969.
Next, it’s on to the Imperial Palace which is now a museum. Within its walls are housed Brazil’s crown
jewels, an impressive collection of fine china, furniture, paintings, and tapestries from the Imperial Court. After your visit here, drive to a local Churrascaria for a
delicious lunch of Brazilian favorites.
Following lunch, enjoy one last stop at the Santos Dumont House, built in 1918. The house, which is now a museum, was the home of Santos Dumont, a
Brazilian inventor. Within the house is one of his inventions, a shower with hot water, the only one in Brazil at that time. The home has a very unique architecture
with no walls between the rooms and no kitchen as Dumont called the Palace Hotel restaurant to deliver all of his meals.
When your visit at the Santos Dumont House is concluded, you’ll re-board your coach and make the drive back to Rio.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately 2.5 hours of mild to moderate walking/standing that includes a few steps. Time sitting in the coach is
approximately 3.5 hours. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the
transportation and have a companion to assist them. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; sturdy, flat walking shoes with a closed
toe; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen.
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RIO303: RIO’S NATURAL GEMS THE IMPRESSIVE BOTANICAL GARDEN
AND SPECTACULAR BEACHES - NOVEMBER 4, 2021 | $99PP
3.5 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Discover Rio’s natural attractions, the inner-city haven of its botanical garden, and of course, the city’s
world-famous beaches that never fail to amaze.
Leaving the port area, it’s a panoramic 20-minute drive through the city to the Botanical Gardens.
Created in 1808 by Prince Regent D. João VI, Rio’s Botanical Gardens host both Brazilian and
imported species of plants. Today, there are approximately 5,000 catalogued species representing
the Brazilian Flora. Enjoy a lovely visit strolling through the serenity of the gardens and then rejoin
your coach make your way to the coast.
Your route takes you through some of Rio’s best beach districts such as São Conrado, Ipanema and
Copacabana and then heads back to downtown. During the drive through the business district, you
will no doubt notice the contrasts of colonial and modern architecture. Before making your way back
to the pier, a stop will be made at Rio’s modern cathedral. Designed by architect Edgar Fonseca, the modern cathedral was intended to echo the ancient Mayan
pyramids and is the seat of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of São Sebastião do Rio de Janeiro. After your visit, you’ll drive back to the ship.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately 90 minutes of moderate walking/standing that includes a few steps. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who
have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the transportation and have a companion to assist them. Those with walking difficulties
should evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; sturdy, flat walking shoes with a
closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen.

RIO305: DISCOVER THE HEART OF RIO AND LEGENDARY
SUGARLOAF MOUNTAIN - NOVEMBER 4, 2021 | $99PP
4 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Rio’s downtown is not just the business heart of the city, its where colonial Rio meets today’s modern
skyscrapers. Enjoy seeing both sides and then take the cable car to the top of Sugarloaf Mountain for
unforgettable views.
From the port it’s a short drive to Rio’s downtown where your first stop is at the Candelaria Cathedral.
Built in the 18th century, it was completed around the time Brazil declared its independence in 1822.
The exterior of this beautiful church is a combination of Portuguese Colonial Baroque and Neoclassical design, while the marvelous Neo-Renaissance interior features Italian marble, statuary, and
exquisite paintings. Continuing on, pass the headquarters of major Brazilian banks, the Opera House
and the modern and unique Petrobas building.
Next, pass Rio’s aqueduct which was built in the 18th century and connects the downtown to the
old residential district of Santa Teresa, and then drive through Flamengo Park on your way to the
highlight of your tour, Sugarloaf Mountain. Situated on a peninsula at the mouth of Guanabara Bay, the location is ideal for views of the city and surrounding
areas which you will experience by riding the cable car up 1,200 feet to the top. Some consider this one of the most spectacular views in the world, and surely
one you will never forget.
Descending back down the mountain, meet your coach and travel back to the port.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately 90 minutes of moderate walking/standing that includes a few steps. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who
have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the transportation and have a companion to assist them. Those with walking difficulties
should evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; sturdy, flat walking shoes with a
closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen.

TO BOOK YOUR ATLAS ASHORE LAND EXCURSIONS, CALL OUR VOYAGE SPECIALISTS AT 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527)
ACTIVITY LEVEL: MILD

ACTIVITY LEVEL: MODERATE

ACTIVITY LEVEL: VIGOROUS

RIO306: JEEP ADVENTURE IN THE TIJUCA RAIN FOREST NOVEMBER 4, 2021 | $85PP
4 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Travel off the beaten track to Rio’s lush rainforest where you will explore it up-close via a nature walk
and a fun jeep tour.
Meet your guide at the pier and travel to Tijuca, the world’s largest urban rainforest. It’s hard to
believe it’s just a short 10 minutes from the city. Sprawling over nearly 10,000 acres, it’s a magical
place to take in the sights and sounds of nature at its best. Once suffering from deforestation when
in the 1800s approximately 70% of the forest had been cleared to grow coffee and sugar, it has
since rebounded magnificently thanks to preservation efforts and this lush forest is now home to a
diversity of flora and fauna, some of which are rare and endangered.
Your tour here alternates between an exhilarating jeep tour and a pleasant walking tour. Each allowing
you to view different facets of the forest and give you the most comprehensive experience. After
spending approximately 2.5 hours here, you will drive back to the pier.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately two hours of moderate walking/standing. The Jeep ride will be bumpy or jarring in places. The tour is not available
to wheelchair guests, those with physical limitations or other medical limitations such as heart, respiratory, back or neck problems or pregnant women. Those
who may suffer from motion sickness are cautioned to take the appropriate precautions prior to the start of the tour. We recommend wearing weather appropriate
comfortable clothing that can get dirty or wet; flat walking shoes with a closed toe and non-slip sole; a sun cap; sunglasses, sunscreen, and insect repellant.

TO BOOK YOUR ATLAS ASHORE LAND EXCURSIONS, CALL OUR VOYAGE SPECIALISTS AT 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527)
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PARATY, BRAZIL
PTI501: ADRENALINE CHALLENGES AT PARATY SPORT AVENTURA
PARK - NOVEMBER 5, 2021 | $375PP
3 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
If you are looking to spend a few hours engaging in activities that challenge you both physically and
mentally and are outside the box, this is definitely the tour for you.
Covering nearly 25 acres in the Atlantic Forest, Paraty Sport Aventura Park is the largest natural
tree-climbing park in Brazil. However, it is also so much more than that with a wealth of additional
adventure activities that include zip-lining, kayaking, canyoning and rappelling.
It’s a short drive from the pier to the park, where on arrival there will be a safety briefing and the
instructors will give you some guidance about the various activities. Afterwards, set out to conquer
each of the challenges you have chosen. If you choose tree climbing, there are two routes with
differing difficulty levels. The Green trail is rated easy to moderate activity and includes trellis and
net climbing. The Red Trail is more difficult and includes via ferrata, a 15-foot leap into the water at
Tarzan’s Jump, and lots of adrenaline! Both trails will include obstacles to overcome that have been
suspended in the trees. While here, you may also choose to zip-line over the forest’s canopy of trees, or rappel over the side of a cliff or down the face of a
waterfall. There is no wrong choice as each deliver plenty of excitement and challenges.
After approximately 2.5 hours of fun and stimulating physical activity, you will rejoin your transportation and make the drive back to the pier. Smiling all the way
at the great time you had.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately 2.5 hours of moderate to vigorous physical activity that includes steep inclines, natural and uneven surfaces. The
tour is not available to wheelchair guests, those with physical limitations or other medical limitations such as heart, respiratory, back or neck problems or pregnant
women. It is not recommended for those with a fear of heights. Participants should be in good physical condition. We recommend wearing weather appropriate
comfortable clothing; flat sport shoes with a closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen. All safety equipment will be provided. Guests will need to sign a
waiver before being allowed to take part in the tour.

PTI301: DISCOVER PARATY - A UNESCO WORLD
HERITAGE SITE ON FOOT - NOVEMBER 5, 2021 | $69PP
2 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Get to know this UNESCO World Heritage Site up-close during a comprehensive walking tour that
showcases its most important landmarks and historical past.
Paraty is a colonial town that features 18th-century architecture so impressive and important it was
recognized by UNESCO and designated a World Heritage Site. Along with that, the entire city also
enjoys the status of being a National Monument.

purported to be spicy, sweet, and fruity.

Meet your guide at the pier where your walk commences, taking you down narrow cobblestone
streets, passing old homes with vibrantly painted walls and doors, and colorful cascades of flowers
flowing from their balconies. During your fully narrated walk, you will also see historical churches,
museums, the Culture Center and a variety of artist workshops and galleries that vividly convey the
culture, character, and charm of this celebrated city. After approximately ninety minutes, make a
stop to sample Cachaça, a popular Brazilian beverage made from fermented sugar cane juice. It’s

After your tasting, walk back to the pier with your guide.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately two hours of mild to moderate walking that includes some steps. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests
and may not be suitable for those with other mobility issues. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat walking or sport shoes with a
closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses, sunscreen, and insect repellent. Those who take part in any water activities do so at their own risk and responsibility.

TO BOOK YOUR ATLAS ASHORE LAND EXCURSIONS, CALL OUR VOYAGE SPECIALISTS AT 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527)
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ACTIVITY LEVEL: MODERATE

ACTIVITY LEVEL: VIGOROUS

PTI303: INTRODUCTION TO THE PRISTINE BEACHES OF TRINDADE
AND SWIM BREAK - NOVEMBER 5, 2021 | $79PP
4 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Brazil is renowned for its amazingly beautiful beaches and the beaches surrounding Paraty are some
of the most remote and idyllic you’ll find just about anywhere. Come see what the allure is and enjoy
basking in the sun and taking a dip in the sea.
Trindade is a small fishing village located next to Serra da Bocaina National Park. One of the things it
is famous for is being the place where French and English pirates would hide when they could not get
past the seven defensive forts that surrounded the city.
Start with a 45-minute drive to Capillo Beach, one of the three main beaches of Trindade and a
favorite for surfers. Next, you will visit the other two main beaches of Trindade: Rancho’s Beach and
Meio’s Beach. Dependent upon weather and crowd conditions, your guide will choose one of the
beaches for you to spend some time relaxing on the sand and swimming in the ocean.
Following your beach experience, you’ll return to your transportation and make the drive back to the pier.
Special Note: Walking on this tour is primarily at the guest’s discretion during the beach stops. There will be natural and uneven surfaces to negotiate. The tour is
not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with other mobility issues. We recommend wearing weather appropriate beach clothing over
a bathing suit; flat walking or sport shoes; a sun cap; sunglasses, sunscreen and bring a towel. Those who take part in any water activities do so at their own risk
and responsibility.

PTI304: A SCENIC SCHOONER CRUISE THROUGH
PARATY’S COASTAL WATERS - NOVEMBER 5, 2021 | $75PP
4 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
With a refreshing sea breeze blowing through your hair, scenery fit for a postcard and crystal-clear
waters, is there a better, more enjoyable way to experience the charms of Paraty than by sailing along
its coast on a sleek schooner?
This idyllic destination is characterized by a lush rainforest, translucent blue waters perfect for
swimming and snorkeling, and beautiful beaches that invite you to relax and soak up the sun. Your
schooner tour is an excellent way to experience these marvelous natural attractions.

can relax on pristine sands and work on your tan.

Board your schooner either directly at the pier or from the ship and set sail on a relaxing pursuit
of joyful bliss. As you cruise through the local waters that embrace Paraty, your guide will explain
the history of the area and what makes it so special. Dependent on prevailing sea and weather
conditions, stops are planned at two perennial favorites, Comprida Island which is considered a
natural aquarium and where there is the possibility for swimming, and Vermelha Beach, where you

Following your beach stop, hop back aboard the schooner and sail directly back to the pier.
Special Note: Wear a swimsuit under your clothes and bring a towel, sunscreen, hat and bottled water. Snorkel equipment is available on the schooner.
Special Note: This tour is primarily seated; however, guests must be able to enter and exit the vessel with limited assistance. The tour is not available to
wheelchair guests and not recommended for those with physical limitations or other mobility issues. Those who may suffer from motion sickness are cautioned
to take the appropriate precautions prior to the start of the tour. We recommend wearing a swimsuit under your clothes; flat walking shoes with a non-slip sole; a
sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen. Snorkeling equipment is available on the schooner.
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FLORIANOPOLIS (ITAJAI), BRAZIL
ITJ301: DISCOVER CHARMING FLORIANOPOLIS THE MAGIC ISLAND - NOVEMBER 7, 2021 | $95PP
5 HOURS | MEALS: LUNCH
The delightful city of Florianopolis is yours to discover on this combination panoramic and walking
tour that introduces you to some of its most notable landmarks.
From the pier in Itajai, it’s a scenic drive of approximately one hour and 45 minutes to reach
Florianopolis. Once you’ve arrived, disembark your coach, and commence an informative guided
walking tour. Stops on your tour today include the Metropolitan Cathedral which is found in front of
the 15th of November Square, and the Municipal Market where all trade took place in the 17th and
18th centuries. Today, it serves as a popular fish market. Next door is the old Customs House, which
now houses a handicraft gallery. Continuing on, stop at the Governor’s Palace which is also where
you will find the Historic Museum.
Following your walking tour, re-board your coach and travel to the prominent Hercilio Luz Bridge.
The longest suspension bridge in Brazil, it was also the first to connect the island to the mainland.
Construction on the bridge began in 1922 and it just completed a full restoration in December 2019.
A sandwich and beverage will be provided on the coach and after your stop at the bridge, you will drive directly back to the pier in Itajai.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately two hours of moderate walking/standing that includes some steps and uneven surfaces. The tour is not available
to wheelchair guests and is not considered suitable for those with walking difficulties. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat
walking shoes; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen. Shoulders, legs and midriffs must be covered when entering religious sites.

ITJ302: BLUMENAU – BRAZIL’S SLICE OF GERMANY NOVEMBER 7, 2021 | $99PP
5 HOURS | MEAL: SNACK
Visit this colorful Brazilian enclave that may have you feeling more like you are in Bavaria than Brazil.
Founded in 1850 by German immigrant Hermann Otto Blumenau and sixteen fellow countrymen, the
city has held on to its German heritage and many still speak German and live by German traditions.
The original founders were impressed by the fertile soil of the Itajai Valley and the agricultural
potential of the area and so started their settlement here. Blumenau and the surrounding cities make
up one of the most important textile areas in the world and the metals and machinery sectors are
also relevant contributors to the region’s economy.
Your picturesque drive from the pier is just under 90 minutes and follows the banks of the Itajai Açu
River. On arrival, a panoramic driving tour through the historic district highlights European inspired
architecture and some of the most notable landmarks you will see include the Teatro Carlos Gomes,
the Flower Clock, the Biergarten at Praça Hercílio Luz, where Blumenau folks have gathered since
immigrant colonial times, the St. Paul Cathedral, and the Lutheran Church. During a visit at the Colonial Family Museum, learn about the importance of German
heritage in the history of Southern Brazil that dates to the 1850’s and enjoy listening to accounts of the city’s founder and the travails of the city’s early settlers.
Also hear about the severe flood that ravaged many parts of the city in the 1980s and how the citizens organized an Oktoberfest party to collect reconstruction
funds which has since become a tradition and one of Brazil’s most popular festivals, taking place every October.
Your final stop is at Vila Germânica, where the Oktoberfest and Sommerfest shows take place. Enjoy a snack here and some free time to stroll about and do
some shopping or perhaps sample some of the famous micro-brewery Eisenbahn beer before rejoining your coach for the trip back to the pier.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately two hours of moderate walking/standing that includes some steps and uneven surfaces. The tour is not available
to wheelchair guests and is not considered suitable for those with walking difficulties. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat
walking shoes; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen. Shoulders, legs, and midriffs must be covered when entering religious sites. Guests must be at least 18
years of age to consume alcohol in Brazil.
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ITJ303: BLISSFUL CABEÇUDAS
BEACH ESCAPE - NOVEMBER 8, 2021 | $89PP
4 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
If you are ready to just chill-out and soak up the sun on a crescent of golden sand while listening to
waves gently lap at the shoreline, don’t miss this opportunity!
From the pier, a minivan will make the short drive to Cabeçudas Beach, a small tourist destination on
the Santa Catarina coast. You will have approximately three hours here to do as you please. Relax
in the sun and people watch, sit back with a good book, swim in the ocean or browse the shops.
Included in your tour is a complimentary Caipirinha drink and there are plenty of options for you to
purchase a bite to eat or other beverages.
At the appointed time and location, you will meet your transportation and transfer back to the ship.
Special Note: Walking on this tour is primarily at the guest’s discretion during free time at the beach.
The surfaces there are natural and uneven. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not
be suitable for those with other mobility issues or walking difficulties. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing over a bathing suit; flat
walking or sport shoes; a sun cap; sunglasses, sunscreen and bring a towel. Those who take part in any water activities do so at their own risk and responsibility.
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PUNTA DEL ESTE, URUGUAY
PDP501: VISIT TO HARAS GODIVA EQUESTRIAN CLUB AND
HORSEBACK ADVENTURE ON THE BEACH - NOVEMBER 10, 2021 | $399PP
4.5 HOURS | MEAL: SNACK
A wonderful adventure awaits you at the extraordinary Haras Godiva Equestrian Club where you will
gallop along the coast of the Atlantic Ocean and later, have an opportunity to chat with the trainers
and enjoy some refreshments.
Depart from the pier for a picturesque 45-minute drive to the Haras Godiva Equestrian Club.
This renowned ranch and club is a mecca for horse lovers. It is the spot for the local equestrian
community to gather and train with their horses, as well as enter competitions. Most recently, it has
included an Olympic caliber International Dressage School. Today, we are fortunate that it also offers
a wonderful tour for visitors to experience riding along the Atlantic beaches of Punta del Este on a
well-trained horse.
On arrival, you are greeted by the staff, receive your safety briefing and are paired with a horse that
best matches your size and experience level. Then it’s time to mount up and head off down a trail
that crosses country landscapes and ends up on the wide desert beach of José Ignacio. Feel at one with your horse and nature as you gallop down the beach,
refreshed by the exhilarating sea breeze and the sight and sounds of the waves breaking on the shore. It’s a slice of heaven.
Your beach ride takes you to the end of the Garzón Lagoon where you will turn inland and cross sand dunes and country roads as you make your way back to
Haras Godiva. Back at the ranch, say good-bye to your equine friend and relax with a snack and beverage. Time permitting, take the opportunity to stroll about
the grounds, see the horses and speak with the trainers.
When your visit concludes, re-board your transportation and transfer back to the pier.
Special Note: Guests should not have physical limitations and have some experience riding a horse. Comfortable long pants are recommended and closed-toe
shoes are required. This tour includes a limited amount of mild walking and approximately two hours of horseback riding. The tour is not available to wheelchair
guests, those with physical limitations or other medical limitations such as heart, respiratory, back or neck problems or pregnant women. Guests should be in
reasonably good physical condition and have some previous experience riding a horse. We recommend wearing comfortable long pants; low-heeled boots or flat
sport shoes with a closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses, and sunscreen.

PDP503: TANDEM SKY DIVING OVER PUNTA DEL ESTE –
THE ULTIMATE THRILL! - NOVEMBER 10, 2021 | $999PP
3 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
If you are up to the challenge of jumping out of an airplane at nearly 10,000 feet and crave an
adrenaline rush, look no further, this tour has your name on it.
Leonardo Da Vinci once said, “Once you’ve tasted flight, you’ll walk forever on Earth with your eyes
turned skyward, for there you have been, and there you will always long to return.” Perhaps no truer
words were spoken for those who have experienced the thrill of sky diving.
Your adventure kicks off with a short, scenic drive to the Jagüel Airport where you will meet with your
instructor, receive a safety briefing, instructions, and an overview of what to expect. Then it’s time
to board your plane and take flight. After climbing for approximately 15-20 minutes, you will reach
an altitude of nearly 10,000 feet, at which point you will be strapped to your instructor and then your
heart-pounding, step out into the open air. As you drop away from the plane, the air envelopes you
and you might not be sure if the exhilaration you are feeling is from the adrenaline of having just
jumped from a plane, or the expansive views of the surrounding environs of Punta del Este spread out below you. The only sound is the rushing of air as you
free fall through the skies for approximately 35 seconds, anticipating the instructor pulling the ripcord and sending your parachute billowing above you. Once
deployed, your rate of descent slows and you are able to catch your breath and absorb the experience as you float back to earth. It takes around eight minutes
to reach the ground and upon landing, emotions of sheer joy and a sense of having conquered this adventure will no doubt mingle with your sense of relief at
being back on terra firma!
Disconnecting from your instructor and equipment and perhaps still a bit overwhelmed by your accomplishment, make your way back to your transportation for
the drive back to the pier where you can later share your experience with your shipmates.
Special Note: This tour includes a limited amount of walking. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests, those with mobility issues or medical limitations such
as heart, respiratory, back or neck problems or pregnant women. It is not recommended for those with a fear of heights. We suggest wearing long pants; athletic
shoes; sunglasses and sunscreen. All necessary equipment is provided. Guests will be required to sign a waiver before being allowed to participate in the tour.
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PDP301: PUNTA DEL ESTE LANDMARKS WITH RALLI MUSEUM
AND CASAPUEBLO VISITS - NOVEMBER 10, 2021 | $89PP
3.5 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Primarily panoramic in nature, this tour showcases Punta del Este’s most notable attractions and
includes visits to the renowned Ralli Art Museum and the home and studio of famous artist, Carlos
Paez Vilaró.
Once ashore, board your coach and commence a scenic drive through Punta del Este’s most
fashionable and impressive neighborhoods. Miles of pristine beaches, a glittery nightlife and an
affluent summer population have earned this upscale and exclusive resort city the moniker – the St.
Tropez of Uruguay.

Salvador Dali that are on permanent display.

Your route winds through the residential areas of Cantegril, San Rafael, Parque Golf and La Barra de
Maldonado, which is known for its unique, undulating bridges. Stopping in the Beverly Hills district,
visit the Ralli Museum of Contemporary Art. This attractive modern building houses an extensive
collection of paintings and sculptures by noted Latin American artists as well as several pieces by

Following your museum visit, your drive continues by viewing some of the city’s natural wonders – its beaches. This includes Emir and La Brava beaches. A
stop at Punta Ballena allows for sweeping views up and down the coast and is the perfect spot to capture some remarkable photos.
Your final stop is at Casapueblo, the home and studio of internationally renowned artist Carlos Paez Vilaró. This dazzling white complex that is reflective of
Spanish Moroccan architecture, is perfectly situated on a rocky bluff that overlooks the ocean. Amazingly, Vilaró built this delightfully eccentric abode with his
own hands in 1958, using only traditional tools. Inside, narrow steps lead to a maze of rooms that are scattered over different levels and each are filled with the
artist’s works.
Following your enjoyable visit at Casapueblo, travel back to the port along the picturesque coastal road.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately two hours of moderate walking that includes some steps. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a
collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the transportation and have a companion to assist them; however, portions of Casapueblo are
not wheelchair accessible. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat walking shoes; a sun cap; sunglasses, and sunscreen.
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PDP302: EXPERIENCE ISLA DE LOBOS - SEA LION’S ISLAND NOVEMBER 10, 2021 | $129PP
2.5 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Spend some time in Uruguay’s marine environment you navigate the waters that surround Sea Lion’s
Island which is believed to be the largest non-migratory colony of sea lions in the world.
From the pier, embark a catamaran that will sail out to this small island that is located just a few
miles off the coast of Punta del Este. In addition to sea lions, the island is home to several species
of South American fur seals as well. Made up of primarily rock and granite, there are two tide pools
where the newborn sea lions and seals learn to swim before taking on the ocean. As a protected
nature reserve, no landing is permitted but you will be able to circle the island and have unrestricted
views of the sea lions. Some of them even seem to be posing for you as they perch on the rocks!
After approximately 45 minutes, your catamaran will head back to the pier where your tour concludes.
Special Note: This tour includes a limited amount of mild walking and approximately 2.5 hours of
time on the boat. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests or those with other physical limitations. Guests must be able to board the vessel with limited
assistance. Those who may suffer from motion sickness are cautioned to take the appropriate precautions prior to the start of the tour. We recommend weather
appropriate comfortable clothing; a light jacket or sweater as it can be cool on the water; flat walking shoes with a non-slip rubber sole are mandatory; a sun cap;
sunglasses and sunscreen. The operation of this tour is dependent upon prevailing sea and weather conditions.

PDP303: DISCOVER PUNTA DEL ESTE - NOVEMBER 10, 2021 | $79PP
3 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Get acquainted with delightful Punta del Este on this primarily panoramic drive that takes you through
its most fashionable and impressive neighborhoods.
After tendering ashore, board your coach and commence a sightseeing promenade through this
upscale resort city. Pass through the residential areas of Cantegril, San Rafael, Parque Golf, Beverly
Hills, and La Barra de Maldonado, known for its unique hanging bridges and where you will pause
briefly for a photo stop.
Next, your drive will take you past some of Punta del Este’s natural wonders – its beaches. At Punta
Ballena you will stop to capture the sweeping views that extend up and down the coast and where
you will also have a wonderful opportunity to capture a photo of Casapueblo, home and atelier of the
late internationally renowned artist, Carlos Paez Vilaró.
Re-boarding your coach, you’ll return to the port via the picturesque coastal road.
Special Note: This tour is primarily seated with any walking at the guests’ discretion during the photo stops. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have
a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the transportation and with limited assistance and have a companion to assist them. We
recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat walking shoes; a sun cap and sunglasses. The tour sequence may vary.
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PDP304: PUNTA DEL ESTE
OPEN ART - NOVEMBER 10, 2021 | $85PP
3.5 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
A scenic orientation drive acquaints you with Punta del Este’s most interesting beaches and
neighborhoods, after which, you will visit two unique art collections.
Punta del Este is known as a world class summer resort, but it remains a well-kept secret to most
and beyond that, only a select few are aware of the trove of art and architecture that is hidden within
its natural beauty.
Once ashore, you will meet your coach and drive east to view the peninsula, Brava Beach and the
open-air collection of sculptures at Square of the Americas, among which is found “The Hand”,
sculpted by Mario Yrarrázabal in 1981 that has become an icon of the city. During this portion of your
tour you will also see the residential areas of San Rafael, Golf Park and Beverly Hills.
Your first stop is at The Ralli Museum, a true delight for art lovers. Located in the emerald green
setting of Beverly Hills, the museum houses a collection of artwork from Latin American painters and sculptors as well as European artists such as Salvador
Dali. One hall of the museum is specifically dedicated to 16th, 17th, and 18th century European paintings.
Following the museum visit, your driving tour continues by passing Indian Corner and crossing the twin wavy bridges which are quite unique in the world. On the
other side you will be treated to a spectacular view at La Barra before arriving at The Pablo Atchugarry Foundation.
Pablo Atchugarry was born in Montevideo in 1954, but after several visits to Europe, he became fascinated by the possibilities offered by Carrara marble for the
creation of massive, yet ethereal, sculptures. Atchugarry has held more than 80 solo, as well as 80 collective exhibitions worldwide. Today his works are a part
of many major collections, both public and private and he has his own museum in the city of Lecco, Italy. In July 2002, he received the Michelangelo Award,
in recognition of his lifelong artistic achievement and in 2003, he represented Uruguay at the 50th Biennale in Venice with an installation of 11 monumental
sculptures. Atchugarry is presently working on a monumental sculpture entitled Cosmic Embrace that stands over 28-feet high and which will be placed in a
public space in Belgium when completed.
The Pablo Atchugarry Foundation is a nonprofit institution to promote the arts. While here, see the buildings in the compound: the artist’s workshop, another
building with three exhibition halls, an Auditorium for concerts and lectures, and another one that houses the permanent collection and works of the artist, all
of these surrounded by the Park of Sculptures which is 37 acres of natural settings where visitors can enjoy large works made out of steel, concrete, wood, iron
and marble by Uruguayan as well as foreign artists. Following your visit, transfer directly back to the pier.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately 90 minutes of mild to moderate walking/standing and includes some steps. While not all areas are wheelchair
accessible, the tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the transportation and with
limited assistance and have a companion to assist them. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat walking shoes; a sun cap;
sunglasses and sunscreen. The tour sequence may vary.

TO BOOK YOUR ATLAS ASHORE LAND EXCURSIONS, CALL OUR VOYAGE SPECIALISTS AT 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527)
ACTIVITY LEVEL: MILD

ACTIVITY LEVEL: MODERATE

ACTIVITY LEVEL: VIGOROUS

MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY
MVD510PST: COUNTRYSIDE ADVENTURES AT BALCON DEL ABRA NOVEMBER 11, 2021 | $1,599PP
3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS | MEALS: YES
Extend your holiday by spending three marvelous days after disembarking the ship enjoying the
Uruguayan countryside and several adventure and leisure activities.
Located amidst the hills of Uruguay’s Lavalleja Department and 114 miles from the capital
Montevideo, El Balcon del Abra offers unique landscapes, superb comfort, and the charm of a small
posada with only eight rooms. A stay here combines fun experiences that have you rediscovering
nature and enjoying the best of rural tourism in Uruguay.
Day 1 - Arriving in Montevideo, you will disembark the ship and transfer directly to El Balcon del Abra,
nestled in a well-kept, park-like setting, surrounded by trees and an unspoiled natural landscape. After
checking-in, get ready for your first activity, a wonderful horseback ride through the countryside. The
inn has a well-trained herd of American Quarter Horses and different types of saddles to fit every
rider’s needs. Your horse and the route you will take will be determined by your size and skill level.
Guided by expert horsemen, it’s the perfect way to relax and enjoy the scenic countryside. When your ride ends, bid farewell to your equine friend and head back
to the main house where there are ample and inviting spaces to relax alone or in the company of your fellow guests.
The comfortable and welcoming lounge with its eye-catching fireplace, features a large satellite TV and a corner with a panoramic window, invites you to
contemplate the landscape, read or share moments that you might remember forever. If you wish to pamper yourself and complete your wellbeing, book an
optional massage which in good weather, can be provided outdoors in the shade of a tree while you can listen to the sounds of nature all around you.
At mealtimes, you will be treated to delicious homemade food produced with organic produce from the garden and accompanied by excellent wines. There is
also a covered barbecue area that offers the possibility of cooking outdoors.
Day 2 - Following a restful night in your comfortable accommodations, enjoy a hearty breakfast before preparing for the day’s activities. Choose between
mountain biking or trekking (or if you prefer, just spend the day hanging out and relaxing at the inn). The topography of the area offers ideal roads, paths,
and circuits for exhilarating mountain biking. There are trails for every skill level and your expert guides who are intimately familiar with the area will help
determine the best routes. Should you choose the option of trekking, there are also a number of trails that vary in difficulty. From easy with no climbing, to more
challenging. The choice is yours and whichever you choose, amazing views and the possibility of observing some of the local wildlife in their natural habitat
await.
In the afternoon, perhaps take a dip in the large “Biotop” ecological pool that was built with the intent of offering the possibility of swimming in a totally natural
environment. Tables of varying sizes are available for you to have lunch or a snack outdoors if you like.
If you are still looking for more activities, there is 200-yard golf driving range which is free to players with their own equipment (clubs are available for rent).
Lessons are also available for an additional fee. And if you are still craving more action, there is an optional tandem paragliding adventure you can sign-up for
(cost is approximately $100 per person).
Day 3 - Your final day starts early with breakfast and then a terrific canoe ride on the Aigua River. Drink in the peaceful nature of the river’s environs as your
canoe slides through the quiet waters. Be assured your rowing is always done with a guide, safety equipment and radio communication. Along the way, do
some fishing and then pause for a picnic lunch at one of the small hidden beaches alongside the river.
After your canoe trip, return to the inn where you will gather your belongings and bid farewell to your hosts. Then board the transfer back to Montevideo for your
flight home, no doubt filled with memories of a wonderfully authentic Uruguayan countryside experience.
Special Note: This tour includes a mixture of moderate to vigorous physical activity that can include steep inclines, natural and uneven surfaces. The majority of
the activities are not available to wheelchair guests or those with other physical limitations and require participants be in reasonably good physical condition. We
recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat, sturdy walking or sport shoes with a closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen. All
safety equipment will be provided where needed. Guests will need to sign a waiver before being allowed to take part in some of the activities. Those with early
flight departures from Montevideo may need to forego the Day 3 activities.
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PREMIUM EXCURSIONS FOR PROFOUND MOMENTS

EXPLOITS WITH LIKE-SPIRITED TRAVELERS

Enjoy a more intimate experience on these Atlas Premium tours that have a maximum participation of just 14 guests,
allowing for more personalized interactions with your guides and fellow travelers.

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL
RIO302AP: JOURNEY TO IMPERIAL PETROPOLIS - RESORT TOWN &
SUMMER RESIDENCE OF BRAZIL’S LAST EMPEROR NOVEMBER 4, 2021 | $196PP
7 HOURS | MEAL: LUNCH
Travel into the mountains outside of Rio for a visit to charming Petropolis, a summer resort town
where you can find the Imperial Palace that served as the summer residence of Dom Pedro II, Brazil’s
last emperor.
Your day begins with a picturesque 90-minute drive through the forested hills of the Fluminense
Mountain region. Nestled in a river valley, you will find the European-like town of Petropolis with its
sub-tropical highland climate that makes it a perfect place to escape from Brazil’s summer heat. On
arrival, stop first for a visit at the Cathedral, the final resting place of Dom Pedro II and his family.
Construction on this Roman Catholic, Gothic Revival-style church began in 1884 and was completed
in 1925. However, the church tower wasn’t built until 1969.
Next, it’s on to the Imperial Palace which is now a museum. Within its walls are housed Brazil’s crown
jewels, an impressive collection of fine china, furniture, paintings and tapestries from the Imperial Court. After your visit here, drive to a local Churrascaria for a
delicious lunch of Brazilian favorites.
Following lunch, enjoy one last stop at the Santos Dumont House, built in 1918. The house, which is now a museum, was the home of Santos Dumont, a
Brazilian inventor. Within the house is one of his inventions, a shower with hot water, the only one in Brazil at that time. The home has a very unique architecture
with no walls between the rooms and no kitchen as Dumont called the Palace Hotel restaurant to deliver all of his meals.
When your visit at the Santos Dumont House is concluded, you’ll re-board your coach and make the drive back to Rio.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately 2 ½ hours of mild to moderate walking/standing that includes a few steps. Time sitting in the coach is
approximately 3 ½ hours. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the
transportation and have a companion to assist them. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; sturdy, flat walking shoes with a closed
toe; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen.
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PARATY, BRAZIL
PTI301AP: DISCOVER PARATY - A UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
ON FOOT - NOVEMBER 5, 2021 | $99PP
2 HOURS | MEAL: NONE
Get to know this UNESCO World Heritage Site up-close during a comprehensive walking tour that
showcases its most important landmarks and historical past.
Paraty is a colonial town that features 18th century architecture so impressive and important it was
recognized by UNESCO and designated a World Heritage Site. Along with that, the entire city also
enjoys the status of being a National Monument.
Meet your guide at the pier where your walk commences, taking you down narrow cobblestone
streets, passing old homes with vibrantly painted walls and doors, and colorful cascades of flowers
flowing from their balconies. During your fully narrated walk, you will also see historical churches,
museums, the Culture Center and a variety of artist workshops and galleries that vividly convey the
culture, character and charm of this celebrated city. After approximately ninety minutes, make a
stop to sample Cachaça, a popular Brazilian beverage made from fermented sugar cane juice. It’s
purported to be spicy, sweet and fruity.
After your tasting, walk back to the pier with your guide.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately 2 hours of mild to moderate walking that includes some steps. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and
may not be suitable for those with other mobility issues. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat walking or sport shoes with a
closed toe; a sun cap; sunglasses, sunscreen, and insect repellent. Those who take part in any water activities do so at their own risk and responsibility.
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ITAJAI, BRAZIL
ITJ302AP: BLUMENAU – BRAZIL’S SLICE OF GERMANY NOVEMBER 7, 2021 | $196PP
5 HOURS | MEAL: LUNCH
Visit this colorful Brazilian enclave that may have you feeling more like you are in Bavaria than Brazil.
Founded in 1850 by German immigrant Hermann Otto Blumenau and sixteen fellow countrymen, the
city has held on to its German heritage and many still speak German and live by German traditions.
The original founders were impressed by the fertile soil of the Itajai Valley and the agricultural
potential of the area and so started their settlement here. Blumenau and the surrounding cities make
up one of the most important textile areas in the world and the metals and machinery sectors are
also relevant contributors to the region’s economy.
Your picturesque drive from the pier is just under 90 minutes and follows the banks of the Itajai Açu
River. On arrival, a panoramic driving tour through the historic district highlights European inspired
architecture and some of the most notable landmarks you will see include the Teatro Carlos Gomes,
the Flower Clock, the Biergarten at Praça Hercílio Luz, where Blumenau folks have gathered since
immigrant colonial times, the St. Paul Cathedral and the Lutheran Church. During a visit at the Colonial Family Museum, learn about the importance of German
heritage in the history of Southern Brazil that dates to the 1850’s and enjoy listening to accounts of the city’s founder and the travails of the city’s early settlers.
Also hear about the severe flood that ravaged many parts of the city in the 1980s and how the citizens organized an Oktoberfest party to collect reconstruction
funds which has since become a tradition and one of Brazil’s most popular festivals, taking place every October.
Your final stop is at Vila Germânica, where the Oktoberfest and Sommerfest shows take place. Enjoy a snack here and some free time to stroll about and do
some shopping or perhaps sample some of the famous micro-brewery Eisenbahn beer before rejoining your coach for the trip back to the pier.
Special Note: This tour includes approximately 2-hours of moderate walking/standing that includes some steps and uneven surfaces. The tour is not available
to wheelchair guests and is not considered suitable for those with walking difficulties. We recommend wearing weather appropriate comfortable clothing; flat
walking shoes; a sun cap; sunglasses and sunscreen. Shoulders, legs and midriffs must be covered when entering religious sites. Guests must be at least 18 years
of age to consume alcohol in Brazil.
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13-NIGHT INTENSE BRAZIL - SAMBA AND SUN
PLAN YOUR LUXE-ADVENTURE VOYAGE
LET YOUR JOURNEY BEGIN!

At Atlas, every port includes a complimentary land excursion (shown in red). Feel free to take advantage of any, or all of these.
But if you want something different to check off your bucket list, just let us know which excursions you want to purchase.
Please note that all excursions are limited capacity and will be assigned based on date received. So, don’t wait!
Complete this form and mail/email to:
ATLAS OCEAN VOYAGES · GUEST SERVICES
1 EAST BROWARD BLVD, SUITE 800 FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301
1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) · RES@ATLASOCEANVOYAGES.COM

RECIFE, BRAZIL

PARATY, BRAZIL

REC050PRE: Journey to Manaus and Amazon Adventure
October 25, 2021 | Price: $1,995

PTI501: Adrenaline Challenges at Paraty Sport Aventura Park
November 5, 2021 | Price: $375

SALVADOR, BRAZIL

PTI301: Discover Paraty - a UNESCO World Heritage Site on Foot
November 5, 2021 | Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR
$69

SSA501OVD: Journey to Marvelous Iguazu Falls
October 31, 2021 | Price: $1,995

PTI303: Introduction to the Pristine Beaches of Trindade and Swim Break
November 5, 2021 | Price: $79

SSA301: Beach Break at Beautiful Flamengo Beach
October 31, 2021 | Price: $109
SSA302: Praia do Forte and the Tamar Sea Turtle Preservation Project
October 31, 2021 | Price: $139
SSA304: Explore Pelourinho – Salvador’s Historic Old Town and UNESCO
World Heritage Site | October 31, 2021
Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR
$69
SSA305: A Panoramic Look at Salvador’s Defining Landmarks
October 31, 2021 | Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR
$69

BUZIOS, BRAZIL

BUZ301 Discover Buzios by Open-Air Trolley
November 2, 2021 | Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR

$109

BUZ302: Traditional Schooner Sail Around Buzios
November 2, 2021 | Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR

$115

PTI304: A Scenic Schooner Cruise Through Paraty’s Coastal Waters
November 5, 2021 | Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR
$75

FLORIANOPOLIS (ITAJAI), BRAZIL

TJ301: Discover Charming Florianopolis – The Magic Island
November 7, 2021 | Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR

$95

ITJ302: Blumenau – Brazil’s Slice of Germany
November 7, 2021 | Price: $99
ITJ303: Blissful Cabeçudas Beach Escape
November 8, 2021 | Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR

$89

MORE EXCURSIONS ON THE NEXT PAGE

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

RIO501 Experience Soaring Over Rio on a Hang Glider
November 3, 2021 | Price: $339

RIO301: Remarkable Rio’s Favorite Landmarks
November 3, 2021 | Price: $259
RIO304: Rio’s Iconic Christ the Redeemer Statue and World-Famous Beaches
November 3, 2021 | Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR
$99
RIO307 An Evening of Samba at Ginga Tropical
November 3, 2021 | Price: $129
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RIO502: Adventure Trek up the “Carioca Postcard” - Two Brothers Hill
November 4, 2021 | Price: $329
RIO302: Journey to Imperial Petropolis - Resort Town and Summer
Residence of Brazil’s Last Emperor | November 4, 2021 | Price: $129
RIO303: Rio’s Natural Gems - The Impressive Botanical Garden and
Spectacular Beaches | November 4, 2021
Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR
$99

PHONE #
BOOKING #
NOTES

RIO305: Discover the Heart of Rio and Legendary Sugarloaf Mountain
November 4, 2021 | Price: $99
RIO306: Jeep Adventure in the Tijuca Rain Forest
November 4, 2021 | Price: $85

All images are representative and may not exactly depict every land excursion. Prices and program descriptions are accurate as of the latest publication; all information is subject to change. Atlas Ocean Voyages reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions
04.13.21
at any time. All ports, except embarkation and disembarkation, offer a selection of complimentary excursions. Excursions are capacity controlled. © 2021 Atlas Ocean Voyages. Ship’s Registry: Portugal

13-NIGHT INTENSE BRAZIL - SAMBA AND SUN
PLAN YOUR LUXE-ADVENTURE VOYAGE
LET YOUR JOURNEY BEGIN!

At Atlas, every port includes a complimentary land excursion (shown in red). Feel free to take advantage of any, or all of these.
But if you want something different to check off your bucket list, just let us know which excursions you want to purchase.
Please note that all excursions are limited capacity and will be assigned based on date received. So, don’t wait!
Complete this form and mail/email to:
ATLAS OCEAN VOYAGES · GUEST SERVICES
1 EAST BROWARD BLVD, SUITE 800 FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301
1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) · RES@ATLASOCEANVOYAGES.COM

PUNTA DEL ESTE, URUGUAY

PDP501: Visit to Haras Godiva Equestrian Club and Horseback Adventure on
the Beach | November 10, 2021 | Price: $399
PDP503: Tandem Sky Diving Over Punta del Este – The Ultimate Thrill!
November 10, 2021 | Price: $999
PDP301: Punta del Este Landmarks with Ralli Museum and Casapueblo
Visits | November 10, 2021| Price: $89
PDP302: Experience Isla De Lobos - Sea Lion’s Island
November 10, 2021 | Price: $129

PREMIUM EXCURSIONS

Premium tours that have a maximum participation of just 14 guests.

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

RIO302AP: Journey to Imperial Petropolis - Resort Town & Summer
Residence of Brazil’s Last Emperor - November 4, 2021 | $196

PARATY, BRAZIL

PTI301AP: Discover Paraty - a UNESCO World Heritage Site on Foot November 5, 2021 | $99

ITAJAI, BRAZIL

PDP303: Discover Punta del Este
November 10, 2021 | Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR

$79

PDP304: Punta del Este Open Art
November 10, 2021 | Price:
COMPLIMENTARY OPTION OR

$85

ITJ302AP: Blumenau – Brazil’s Slice of Germany
November 7, 2021 | $196

MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY

MVD510PST: Countryside Adventures at Balcon del Abra
November 11, 2021 | Price: $1,599
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